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Abstract
We report a pump threshold behavior in fs photoinduced magnetization in a strongly correlated manganite,
which indicates the establishment of thermally-inaccessible ferromagnetic ground state and build-up of new
magnetic order parameters at fs time scales.
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Abstract. We report a pump threshold behavior in fs photoinduced 
magnetization in a strongly correlated manganite, which indicates the 
establishment of thermally-inaccessible ferromagnetic ground state and build-
up of new magnetic order parameters at fs time scales  
1 INTRODUCTION   
There has been strong current interest to manipulate collective spin ordering and induce magnetic 
phase transitions in their highly non-equilibrium, non-thermal states at femtosecond time scales. 
Such processes offer opportunities to exceed the upper limit of the magnetic switching speed (0.1-10 
GHz) in modern magneto-optical recording industry and magnetic storage/logic devices. In strong 
contrast with the conventional, thermally-induced phase transitions, transient structures of non-
equilibrium phases and spin states at femtosecond time scales are formed by collective interactions 
and/or coherent couplings, which are much less studied and poorly understood. Recently, there is 
growing evidence that non-thermal control of magnetism at fs timescales is feasible, which may 
involve direct coupling between the light field and/or photoexcited non-thermal carriers and 
collective spins, even faster than one oscillation cycle of phonons. Thus far, searching for such 
femtosecond magnetism has been explored in conventional, more “weakly-correlated” spin systems 
such as metals [1], band insulators [2] and semiconductors [3-5]. 
Strongly correlated electrons represent a unique class of materials to explore femtosecond 
magnetism. Strong interactions among particles in these complex magnetic systems can favor 
competing types of magnetic ground states and orders. In these materials, there is growing 
importance for not only thermally accessible magnetic states but also hidden magnetic states that 
cannot be observed through conventional temperature-tuning, offering potential strategies for 
searching these states via non-thermal fs photoinduced phase transitions. However, experimental 
evidence for photoinduced fs magnetic phase transition in these materials has been either absent or at 
longer pico- or nanosecond time scales, governed mainly by spin-phonon interactions [6]. One key 
experimental observation that is still missing is a threshold behavior at fs time scales associated with 
non-thermal, magnetic phase transitions. Moreover, almost all prior theoretical understandings of 
this highly non-equilibrium regime have been based on phenomenological thermodynamic models.   
Here using ultrafast two-color magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) spectroscopy, we have, 
for the first time, observed a substantial photoinduced magnetization enhancement within at fs time 
scales above a threshold pump fluence and at low temperature in a strongly correlated 
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antiferromagnetic manganite Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3.  Such a photoinduced critical behavior vanishes at 
elevated temperature. Our results show a photoinduced, non-thermal ultrafast antiferromagnetic to 
ferromagnetic phase transition, demonstrating particularly, that one can reveal a hidden, thermally 
inaccessible ground state at fs time scales.   
2 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS  
We perform UV pump and NIR probe MCD spectroscopy on a model Mott insulator 
Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (PCMO) [Figure 1(a)]. It exhibits a layered structure which is coupled by super-
exchange interaction that leads to a quasi-2D  antiferromagnetic  ordering.   The  “apparent”  ground 
state is always insulating as a function of temperature, which exhibits charge/orbital ordering 
(CO/OO) and antiferromagnetic phases at low temperature, shown in magneto-transport diagram in 
Figure 1(b).  It has been established that applying a magnetic field or pressure, but not temperature, 
will lead to the “melting” of a charge-orbital-ordered insulator to a ferromagnetic metal, a thermally-
inaccessible hidden ground state. 
 
Fig. 1.(a) The experimental schematics for exploring an ultrafast photoinduced antiferro- (AFM) to 
ferromagnetic (FM) phase transition in Pr 0.7Ca0.3MnO3. (b) Temperature vs. magnetic-field phase 
diagram shows a magnetic field induced AFM to FM transition. TN: Neel temperature; CO:charge-
order; CA: canted AFM; (c) Photoinduced transitent magnetization changes obtained by two-color, NIR 
pump/UV probe MCD spectroscopy. A threshold behavior is seen ~ 3mJ/cm2 for significant 
magnetization enhancement within the first 180 fs, suggesting a photoinduced magnetic phase 
transition. 
3 R SULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
Typical data showing the general temporal profile of the photoinduced ellipticity change 
η, are shown in Figure 1(c), for the first 25 ps. The sign of η is always positive, indicating 
transient photoinduced magnetization enhancement. Distinct temporal regimes can be identified with 
different pump fluence dependence: at low pump fluence, there is a slow, ps gradual enhancement 
(up to ~30 ps). In strong contrast to this, at high pump fluence, an initial fast, fs increase in 
magnetization is followed by a slow ps enhancement with periodical oscillations. Most intriguingly, 
the pump fluence dependence shows a distinctive threshold, ‘‘step-function-like” enhancement in the 
magnetization, which is reminiscent of critical behaviors for ultrafast photoinduced antiferro- to 
ferromagnetic phase transitions.  These results clearly demonstrate the collapse of the correlation gap 
in the antiferromagnetic states and build up of a new ferromagnetic order parameter at 180 fs time 
scales.   
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We attribute the observed ultrafast switching between antiferro- to ferromagnetic state to the 
inter-chain charge transfer excitation, as discussed below. Before the ultrafast photo excitation, the 
spins are characterized by an ensemble of 1D spin chains with a ferromagnetic alignment along the 
orbital zigzag chains and an antiferromagnetic coupling between the adjacent chains. At pump-probe 
delays Δt~0fs, the femtosecond laser pulses generates inter- and intra-chain charge-transfer 
excitations between Mn3+ and Mn4+ sites. Particularly, the quantum spin nature allows the local inter-
chain hopping with opposite spin alignment, which is weak in the ground state and forbidden for 
classical spins because of the large Hund’s  energy  and  small orbital overlap between two chains. 
Below the threshold of the magnetic phase transition, the inter-spin-chain charge transfer results in 
an itinerant electron antiferromagnetically coupled with a ferromagnetic spin chain, which leads to 
the formation of magnetic polarons - a collective state favouring short range ferromagnetic 
alignment. The ps, slow magnetization rise observed reflects dynamics of such polaron-like 
collective photoexcitations, which show comparable formation time to those in magnetic 
semiconductors [7-8]. However, these magnetic polaron-like states are uncorrelated below the 
excitation threshold where a long-range ferromagnetic phase is absent. Increasing the 
photoexcitation from the linear to the highly nonlinear regime of the CO/OO melting, the sizes of the 
ferromagnetic clusters grow nonlinearly and exceed the critical size for percolative phase transition 
at the threshold pump fluence. A global conducting path of eg electrons emerges and leads to a long 
range correlation among spin clusters, which reveals a hidden, thermally inaccessible ferromagnetic 
phase at fs time scale. 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, we report a pump threshold behavior in fs photoinduced magnetization in a strongly 
correlated manganite, which indicates the establishment of thermally-inaccessible ferromagnetic 
ground state and build-up of new magnetic order parameters at fs time scales.  
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